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DEFENDER brand
Proudly CANADIAN
90-DAY PROFESSIONAL GRADE DISINFECTANT

MULTI-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MECHANICALLY
KILLS BACTERIA

DEFENDER brand
Proudly CANADIAN

ELIMINATES CROSS
CONTAMINATION

FOR UP TO
90 DAYS

NON-TOXIC
NON-CORROSIVE

0%

ALCOHOL
FREE

PROUDLY CANADIAN

ALCOHOL FREE &
CERTIFIED HALAL

DEFENDER - 90

ANTI MICROBIAL

THE SCIENCE

DEFENDER 90 is a NON-corrosive, ECO-friendly,
alcohol-free, certified Halal, hospital grade disinfectant
that mechanically kills bacteria, viruses, and odours on
contact.
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DEFENDER - 90

Protects treated surfaces up to

ECO FRIENDLY

90 DAYS

Alcohol Free
No rinse required
Prevents the growth of odor causing bacteria
Dries Clear
Can be used for interior and exterior applications
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NON-Toxic and NON-Corrosive

PROUDLY
CANADIAN

DEFENDER - 90

ANTI OD OUR

FACT:
Treated surfaces will also
benefit from odor eliminating
technology that continues
to protect against new odors
forming for up to 90 days!
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DEFENDER - 16

FU LL P ROTECTION

FACT:
When sprayed on a surgical
mask or face covering it
creates the same protective
non volatile microscopic
layer inhabitable to surface
Pathogens and thus
eliminates the risk of cross
contamination.
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DEFENDER - 90

M U LT I- LEV EL P ROT EC T I O N

Application services are offered using a customized
protection program incorporating a 3-level model:

LEVEL 1

High touch surfaces

LEVEL 2

High touch surfaces PLUS all walls and
surfaces 60 inches and below

LEVEL 3

High touch surfaces PLUS all walls and
surfaces 96 inches and below

HIGH TOUCH MAINTENANCE:
(S)Serviced:
		

application technicians will re-apply to
all high touch areas

(SS)Self-Serve: provided for own forces to apply to high
			touch surfaces.
In addition to the planned protection of surfaces we offer strategic
implementation of our 16 hour skin sanitizer to define a truly wholistic
program of protection. Some professional environments have also
extended application services to living quarters as an additional
measure of protection.
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